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Editor's Notes

Three new regular contributors join PN I 5 Recent Publications section with this
number, Patricia elements of the University of Alberta who annotates the U.K.
numbers, Franklin E. Court of Northern Illinois University who will annotate
the o.s. numbers, and Carol Thorna, doctoral candidate at the University of
Arizona who will compile the bibliographies for both numbers.
PN acknowledges
with thanks the funding of Carol Thoma by the Department of English of the
University of Arizona.
Still in connection with Recent Publications, Ruth Temple has asked that
be noted that all but · a small part of the annotation of that section in
PN 15 should be attributed to the editor of that number, and not to her, and
Keiko Beppu writes that the bibliography of Japanese scholarship on Pater which
was appended to her review of Hiroko Hagiwara I s WaIter Pater and his Circle
was not compiled by the reviewer.
It is the reviewer I s selection from and
translation of an extensive bibliography in Professor Hagiwara's book.
it

***

Reproduced below is a passage from a recent letter from the Director of the
MLA Convention Program in which reasons are provided for denial of "allied
organization status" to the Pater Society.
Views of readers on this matter
are welcome.
Unfortunately, the [MLA Executive] Council felt it
could not approve your request because members of the
council felt that the membership base of the Pater Society
is still rather small, its activities limited, and its bylaws appear to be somewhat sketchy. The members of the
council encourage the Society to use the special session
competitive process for a few years in order to more
firmly establish its interest among MLA members.

News

Wal ter Pater: A Life Remembered edited by Robert Seiler is due to appear early
this year from the University of Calgary Press.
Robert Seiler describes his
approach to the book:

-2only a syncretic approach, one which encourages a synthesis

of the insights gained so far, can establish the matters of
fact, chronology and perspective so necessary for preparing
an image of Pater as a living personality_
To this end

[I have] assembled the most illuminating portraits of Pater
and his milieu as drawn by those contemporaries who were so

fascinated by his personality that they were compelled to
record what they remembered of him. Many of the appreciations,
recollections, notices, tributes and fictional sketches reprinted
in this volume are by the most prominent literary figures of the
day~
The contributors include A.C. Benson, Edmund Gosse, Henry
James, Lionel Johnson, J.R. McQueen, W.H. Mallock, George Maore,
Vernon Lee, C.L. Shadwell, William Sharp, Arthur Syrnons, Oscar

Wilde and Thomas Wright.

Thirty of the fifty items have not been

reprinted since they appeared in memoirs or in minor periodicals
sixty to ninety years ago. Ten make their appearance here for

the first time.

They have been arranged chronologically so that

the story of Pater's life, including the "dark" side, unfolds

naturally.

•••
Karl

Beckson

writes

that

his

biography of

Arthur Syrnons

is

nearly complete •

•••
A new Japanese translation of Marius the Epicurean by Yoshimi Kudo has recently
appeared, and Hiroko Hagiwara is preparing a chronological list in English
of J a panese translat ions of Pater;
she writes that no translation of The
Renaissance occurred until the third edition, and that no copies of the first
and second editions seem to have been purchased by the Uyeno Library in Tokyo.

Book Reviews
edited by Hayden Ward
The

Social Mission of English Criticism 1848-1932,
Clarendon Press, 1983 . £19.50, $37.50.
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Arnold is different, and so are our own little Arnolds.
Excellence and humane values on the one hand; discipline and
where necessa ry repression on the other.
This, then as now,
is a dangerous position: a culmination of the wrong kind of
liberalism .... The issues continue:
the law and the unions;
new education act s; the ins a nd outs of two dominant and

competing parliamentary parties.

As we think and act through

very comparable events, a hundred years later, it is of some
real help to know how the "culture and anarchy" argument

started.

Many of

these issues are addressed in Chris Baldick' s The Social Missionn

of English Criticism 1848-1932.

Although Baldick acknowledges his indebtedness

-3to Terry Eagleton, Patrick Parrinder, and several others, he rarely alludes
directly to congenial ideas found in the many books on the history of literary
criticism by Raymond Williams.
Besides Williams I CuI ture and Society 17801950, the book is most similar in its focus to D.J. Palmer's The Rise of Enqlish
Studies (1965), Patrick Parrinder' s Authors and Authority: A Study of English
Literary Criticism and Its Relation to Culture 1750-1900, and Lesley Johnson' 5
The Cultural Critics, From Matthew Arnold to Raymond Williams (1979).
Although
it does not exactly pioneer new territory, Baldick I 5 study is valuable and
provocative reading.
It is divided into eight sections: an introductory chapter
on Matthew Arnold and Walter Pater, two chapters on literature and criticism
before and after World War I, three individual chapters on T. S. Eliot, I_A .
Richards, and F.R. and Q.D. Leavis, and a concluding chapter.
In his introductory chapter, Baldick locates his study within the larger
context of the history of criticism.
He defines the "socialll component in
the history of criticism and demonstrates that a sense of crisis has always
been part of the nature of criticism.
His introducti on is an exercise in
ideology.
He attempts to expose the deficiency of "natural and eternal ll values
of society I s institutions and culture;
he reminds us that all such choices
of texts and arrangements for governing are "artificial and temporary."
In
laying out a half-dozen key intellectual assumptions
such as criticism's
cyclic influence upon the production and reception of literary works -- Baldick
emphasizes the leading importance of Matthew Arnold.
Arnold promoted a decisive
and expanded transformation of criticism's social function beyond a narrow,
national literary heritage.
The Arnoldian notion of culture fostered the
possibility of continuity between two realms -- political and literary order.
In rising above selfish, private interests, in emplopying an "innocent language ll
and adopting a disinterested outlook, the cri tic could serve as an effective
force of restraint against anarchy.
In Chapter 2, Baldick analyzes Arnold's unique stance in his critical
wri tings.
His early essays express "the conviction of criticism's enormous
social responsibilities 11 to prepare the way for the future of poetry and true
creative activity. Arnold fostered a "new sense and status" for English literary
criticism.
But although Arnold was an "expansionist" in assigning wider social
and cultural responsibilities to English critical writing, he also demonstrated
elitist tendencies in insisting on its "special guardianship. 11
It is from
this point that Baldick's searching analysis of the def iciencies of the Arnoldian
"line" of modern critical development begins.
Arnold
resorts to an "ostrich-like gesture of wounded
Increasingly,
withdrawal" as he encounters more "irritations and contadictions" in Victorian
society.
Too often the twin principles of "prematurity and postponement" are
evident in his recommendations
that is, the guardian of culture acts as
a poised, reactionary force "to re·ta rd the development and dissemination of
new ideas, keeping them in quarantine until a ne;w harmony can be created."
One paradoxical feature of Arnold's Culture -- "whereby it was most socially
useful the more withdrawn it was from practical affairs"
particularly
intrigues Baldick and leads him to explore briefly the unique outlook of Walter
Pater.
T.S. Eliot I s essay "Arnold and Pater" emphasizes contrasts rather than
resemblances between two Victorians of equal and contending sta·ture;
Baldick I s
discussion stresses continuities between the two critics.
Although Pater's
cri tieal works clearly take an exaggerated turn down an obscure fork of the
river "away from significant social influence," nevertheless he is depicted
as the first critic in a line of "little Arnolds" because he expanded Arnoldian
ideas consistently in one direction.

-4To Baldick, Pater takes Arnold I 5 principles to an extreme that -- given
'twentieth-century developments
proves to be a minor tributary of the
• mainstream.
Pater elaborated upon and clarified aspects of Arnold' s critical
wr.itings that Baldick judges to be vague, paradoxical, or contradictory.
Unlike
Arnold, who waffled between Hellenist and Hebraist directions, Pater showed
consistency in adhering to "the Hellenist ideal of harmonious perfection."
He was !la moralist who attempted to fuse the moral and the aesthetic more
insistently than Arnold."
Although Pater leads students of art and literature
to a rarefied sandbar, his position clearly evolves by exaggerating currents
of Arnolidan criticism -- the valuing of concrete experience of art and poetry
over abstract or theoretical moralizing.
Baldick also explains how Pater in
Mariua the Epicurean consistently expanded other outlooks in Arnold's writings,
such as his views on the Catholic Church and ritualism as well as the ideal
of culture as harmonious perfection.
In The Renaissance, he clarifies in relief
Arnold's definition of culture as an "inward" condition by extending the notion
of self-cultivation to "its subjective, almost solipsistic limits."
Baldick
respects the honesty and consistency of Pater's outlook that reduces Arnold' s
concept of culture to self-culture by emphasizing inwardness;
he fully realizes
how damaging such an outlook is to any claims that could be made for culture's
social effects.
And yet Baldick' s brief discussion of Pater is unsatisfying
because we realize that his own key assumptions -- for example, that social
and political forces affect English studies and criticism -- do not go very
far in explaining a phenomenon such as Walter Pater. For Baldick he represents
a "mediator" figure between Arnold and some early twentieth-century critics.

In the next two intermezzo chapters on Oxford and Cambridge dons of the
early twentieth century, however, Baldick I s analysis works well in explaining
how various historical forces worked to prevent English studies from taking
the exceptional Paterian direction.
Pressure from three developing areas helped
. to establish a permanent place for English literature in higher education:
the India Civil Service requirements, the adult education movement, and the
women's education movement.
Patriotic forces diminished the hold of philology,
with its Teutonic associations, upon literary studies.
The post-war Newbolt
Report (1921) Baldick finds significant for its linkage of culture and education
with military preparedness and for its genuine concern over working-class
alienation from literary culture.
By 1922 a · new group of modernist critics explored the social functions
and duties of English studies.
Baldick focuses his attention rather narrowly
on the early critical writings of Eliot, Richards, and the Leavises in three
separate chapters.
As these critics revive and modify various Arnoldian
formulations,
Baldick
judges
them
according
to
a
scale
of
tolerance,
adaptability, and foresight.
Richards and F.R. Leavis stand rather high in
his estimation, but he indicts Eliot for his partisan and traditional attitudes
and assails Q.D. Leavis relentlessly as he scrutinizes her Fiction and the
Readinq Public.
In this work he detects "the influence of puritanism ... in
its ugliest light" and he exposes the preposterous absurdity of her selection
of British Honduras as a cultural sanctuary dedicated to (in her words)
"preserving a traditional way of life.1! With a mixture of detailed, persuasive,
but sometimes strained analyses, Baldick shows the inadequacies of the new
ideal of "practical criticism" with its paradoxical blending of social commitment
and critical technique.
Baldick balances optimism with cynicism in presenting
the larger spectrum of critical opinion between 1922-1932.
In great detail
he presents the major critics' ideas on the social function of literary
criticism; he also shows the historical forces at work in society that in turn
shape the study of literature -- often in ways not predicted or desired by
critics or educators.
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Finally, Baldick I 5 concluding chapter should be singled out for special
praise
It is a thought-provoking and valuable synthesis of the book I s key
issues. With relentless probing, he tries to discover why the critical tradition
that he has described constantly presents an attitude of hostility toward such
intellectual disciplines as science and the social sciences, and toward such
phenomena as mass literacy, advertising, and popular culture.
6

Williarn B. Thesing
University of South Carolina
Education of the Senses, Vol. 1 of The Bourgeois Experience: Victoria to Freud
by Peter Gay New York: Oxford University Press, 1984.
The use of psychoanalytic techniques outside psychology has always spurred
controversy,
but the controversies have not prevented psychoanalysis from
invading many fields of study.
Early applications of Freudian theories to
literature, history, and other intellectual disciplines were often crude and
reductive.
But
like
Marxist
analyses
of
various
cultural
disciplines,
psychoanalytic studies are becoming very sophisticated and powerful scholarly
tools.
Peter Gay's Education of the Senses, the first instalment of his Freudian
history of Victorian middle-class culture, may please neither rigid Freudians
nor anti-Freudians, but it demonstrates undeniably how advaned psychoanalytic
methods have become when employed by subtle, intelligent minds.
In his General Introduction, Gay's says his goal in The Bourqeois Experience
is to "complicate and correct those tenacious misconceptions that have dogged
our reading of Victorian culture. 11
More specifically, he wants to refute the
stereotypical image of Victorians as "prudish and hypocri tical" on the surface
but "illicit, often perverse" underneath.
He rejects the ' common myth that
respectable Victorian women were sexually anesthetic, dutiful housewives and
mothers who abhorred and eschewed any mention of sexual matters and who drove
their frustrated husbands to mistresses, prostitutes, pornography, and pederasty.
Although Gay accomplishes his main goal quite successfully, to his credit he
provides as many counter examples as examples to give us a view of Victorian
sexuali ty that relies on no easy simplications.
In fact, he is so careful
to qualify his assertions that he reaffirms the stereotype as often as he refutes
it.
As he admits himself, the common stereotype is "not wholly a fiction. 11
Ultimately then,
Gay does not so much refute previous misconceptions as
demonstrate that they are only partial conceptions, that many Victorians led
active, heal thy sexual lives, that illicit sexual behavior was often tolerated
in respectable bourgeois society, and that if the Victorians were reluctant
to speak openly about sexua l matters, they knew a good deal more than they
are usually given credit for.
Even Gladstone and Victoria herself appear as
quite comfortable with sensuality as well as knowledgeable in sexual matters.
As illuminating as these insights may be, Gay's methods are even more
fascinating and revolutionary.
Historians, according to Gay, need to respect
the remote,
unconscious evidence experience offers as well as the usual
conscious, more accessible data.
They need to account for experience as an
"organization of passionate demands, 11 for the roles of IIlove and hate ll as
lIenergetic makers of history, 11 and for the role of anxiety in the formation
of cultural values and institutions.
Psychoanalysis, of course, provides the
I'set of methods and of propositions designed to wrest from the past its recondite
meanings and to read its fully orchestrated score."
This may sound like history
reduced to psychiatric patient, but as employed by Gay it is not.
Although
he indulges himself on occasion in dream interpretation and in diagnosing his
subjects as hysterics, for the most part he relies on historical documents
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that were quite consciously composed and that
--memoirs, diaries, and published texts of all
traditional history, however, in what he chooses to
the indications of sexual practice, knowledge, and

historians frequently use
kinds.
Gay departs from
focus on in these documents
anxiety.

Gay takes pains to distinguish his Freudian study of the Victorians from
what has come to be called pSYChohistory, and instead he prefers to call his
book "history informed by psychoanalysis. 11
Rather than reduce the world to

a Freudian paradigm, he wants
Consequently he aligns himself

to explain the world through that paradigm.
more closely with philosophical realism than

most orthodox Freudians.
For him the world is not just a projection of erotic
desire but has an independent reality . Gay says he wants to "make strong
claims for the authority of external reality and for the competence of mind."
"While the mind presents the world with its needs," he explains, "the world
gives the mind its grammar, wishes their vocabulary, anxieties their object."
Historical facts, in other words, play an important role in his version of
psychohistory:
and indeed his history of Victorian culture is as laden with
facts as it is with theory.
As such, Education of the Senses is a classic
Anglo-American adaptation of European thought -- theoretical excess corrected

by empirical method.
Unlike Freudians who abandon the external world for the secure confines
reductive paradigm, Gay supports his findings with a truly massive array

of

a

of

source documents

(annotated

in an enormously useful bibliographic essay).

Predictably his primary sources are those private documents that allow us to
see behind the public facades of his subjects into the most intimate recesses
of both their conscious and unconscious lives:
he says, "My most rewarding
documents are such confessions, often involuntary as private diaries, family
correspondence, medical texts, household manuals, religious tracts, and works
of art."
But he also uses an extensive variety of other primary and secondary
source documents related to middle-class family life a nd sexuality.
In addition
he exhibits knowledge of the extensive literature on psychoanalysis, as well
as an excellent command of the standard and recent studies of Victorian society
and culture in the U.S . , Britain, France, Germany, and other European countries.

class

For Gay women's issues and the condition of women in Victorian middlesociety are of ·supreme symptomatic interest" to exploring the sensual

and sexual life of the age.

Consequently he devotes a good deal of this volume

to the situation of woman.
Although feminists have expressed considerable
antipathy toward Freudian treatments of women, Gay's treatment is both sensitive
and sympathetic, and it should become an important contribution to women's
studies.
By taking the lead on a number of these women's issues the United States,
according to Gay, became the primary model of bourgeois culture:
"Nineteenthcentury America," he says, "was what nineteenth-century Europe, more or less,
must become ."
Appropriately then, after the General Introduction, Gay opens
Education of the Senses with a chapter detailing the sexual life of an eminently
respectable Victorian lady from Amherst, Massachussetts -- Mable Loomis Todd,
wife of astronomer David Peck Todd, prominent Amherst socialite, intimate of
the Dickinson family, and lover to Emily's brother Austin Dickinson, the austere

and highly

r espected treasurer of

Amherst

College.

Gay

portrays Mabel

Todd

as a woman who possessed an extraordinary erotic energy that fueled all her
endeavors, including a vigorous sexual and sensual relationship with her husband
as well as with her lover.
Moreover , her husband condoned, even pandered to
her long affair with Austin Dickinson, and it was tolerated by Amherst society.

Al though Gay acknowledges that Mabel Todd undoubtedly suffered from conflicts

-7produced by her erotic needs, they did not destroy her or her social status,
and satisfying them exacted a price "she could afford to pay."
Her social
snobbery, according to Gay, actually "permitted her to be flexible about her
morali ty. 11
Gay, however, does not accuse her of the common Victorian vice

of

hypocrisy_

Instead

he

characterizes

the

propriety and her private sexual practices as

disjunction
lIa

between

her

social

way of carving out space for

the passions.1!
Gay's portrait of Mabel Todd illustrates that not all Victorians repressed
sexuality and that outlets for it were possible even in respectable
society.
He devotes the rest of the book to demonstrating that Mabel Todd 1 s
experience, while perhaps exceptional in some ways, was also symptomatic of
a side of Victorian culture that has been ignored .
Education of the Senses
goes 6n to explore Victorian sexuality through a number of related concerns.
There are chapters devoted to married life, to the women' s movement, to the
grim realities of childbirth, population, and birth control,
to defense
mechanisms against sexual knowledge, to the many available sources of carnal
knowledge, and finally to the va rious means Victorians used to mediate between
their erotic needs and the demands of an external, social world.
Subsequent
volumes will deal with love, aggression, and conflict in Victorian middleclass
society.

their

Pater enters Education of the Senses only marginally.
Gay cites Pater's
description of the Mona Lisa as one of the many nineteenth-centuries images
of the castrating female, symptomatic of man I s fear of woman in an age where
rapid change produced considerable anxiety.
On Pater Gay appears to be much
less informed than on many other topics.
He relies primarily on the Levey
biography, and like many with a passing familiarity with Pater, he seems to
know only the famous passages from The Renaissance.
For both its re-evaluation of the Victorians and for its Freudian method
Education of the Senses merits high praise, and it warrants a close reading
by anyone interested in the Victorian period or in the possibilities of
psychoanalytic theory.

F.C. McGrath
University of Southern Maine

Victorian Literature and Society: Essays Presented to Richard D. Altick,
edited by James R. Kincaid and Albert J. Kuhn.
Colurnbus: Ohio S.t ate University
Press, 1984. Pp. viii + 374. $25 . 00.
Richard D. Altick is honored with a distinguished Festschrift, Victorian
Literature and Society gathered and edited by James R. Kincaid and Albert J.
Kuhn.
With this c ompliment, the editors speak for us all.
Professor Altick
is a kind of hero to the scholarly community, not only for his invaluable
Victorian studies, but also for exemplary method and teaching of method:
and
he is a walking demonstration that the best of scholars can also be the most
delightful.
Of the festive essays, the one closest to the concerns of The Pater
Newsletter is Wendell V. Harris I s "Anatomy of Aestheticism. 11
Harris addresses
the problem of the label aestheticism for that very disparate range of phenomena
we all have to cope wi th in our teaching: art for art I s sake pI us the reform
of the economic structure; celebration of uselessness plus the arts and crafts
movement; the picturesqueness of the medieval plus realistic deatil
and
so on.
It has been proposed that the label be dropped:
but Harris insists
there was an aesthetic movement, characterized in Patience, and the Pall Mall
Magaz ine of 1895, as comprised of Pre-Raphaeli tes, Medievalists, Queen-Anni tes
and Chinamaniacs, and the well-known Outstanding Figures.
Harris takes as

-8his range the important reprint series of fifty-eight texts edited by Peter
Stansky and Rodney Shewan, The Aesthetic Movement and The Arts and Crafts
Movement (New York, 1977-79).
He deals with the mix by a discrimination of
aestheticisms, sorted into six tendencies: one, the medievalizing, perhaps·
the most obvious, richly subdivided for artists, architects, craftsmen, poets,
pol~tical scientists, philosophers and theologians.
Two, the botanical tendency,
i~cludes Ruskin on the Gothic passion for natural forms, Bunthorne's "vegetable
passion," scientific botany, and art nouveau.
Three, the ornamental tendency,
affects cathedrals and teapots,
the Crystal Palace Exhibition and Morris
sideboards.
Four, the omnibeautiful, applies to cities and tlArtistic Homes. 11
Then Harris contrasts his fifth tendency, the English art for the artist's
sake with the French l'art pour 1 'art, remembering Ruskin:
"Was it done with
enjoyment was the carver happy while he was about it?" and citing Morris's
and C.R. Ashbee I s insistence on the pleasure of the producer.
Six is the
"dreamily melancholic" of the "Rubaiyat," of decadence.
In prose, this line
runs from Rossetti' s "Hand and Soul" to Morris's early stories, to Pater I s
Imaqinary Protraits and Symons' Spiritual Adventures.
Harris then presents
Wilde as the"master bricoleur," distilling from all and transmogrifying, before
the aesthetic movement as such disintegrates.
(Some parts of Harris's footnotes
here have been inadvertently omitted.)
Clearly, Harris does not come to terms
with Pater's aestheticism,
which might be thought the most
serious and
significant aspect of the movement, in its insistence on the primacy of the
aesthetic experience.
But this analysis is nevertheless bright and useful
to students of Pater.
But of course nothing Victorian is alien to us.
Most of these essays
are on individual authors, but some are general.
Philip Collins writes a widely
informed survey of "British Pioneers on the American Lecture Circuit "; the
story of the big money to be made and of various phases of culture shock make
Alexander Welsh, taking off on a very
delightful reading and invite thought.
original tack from some studies of Altick' s, considers in "Writing and Copying
in the Age of Steam" the radical cultural changes due to the spread of literacy.
His frame of reference includes Plato, Socrates, Jeremy Bentham, Charles Dickens,
Claude Levi-Strauss, and that Victorian prophet of the Computer Age, Charles
Babbage.
Robert Colby borrows Trollope's drily witty terms IIRational Amusement"
for his study of "Fiction vs. Useful Knowledge" in the nineteenth century.
He shows English fiction to be much more conscious of itself, more "discutable"
than has been thought, and novelists were allowed to be -- as Colby demonstrates
from his vast reading -- "teachers of history, popular philosophers, political
commentators, social cri tics, lay analysts, vocational counselors, and above
all ... guides ·to character and conduct."
Two maligned Victorian classics are ably defended:
Macaulay's invaluable
Lays of Ancient Rome by Donald Gray (these should be recited more often at
parties, with gestures), and Thomas Hughes' s Tom Brown's Schooldays by George
J. Worth (there's more to this than a take-off for the Flashman series).
Andrew
Wright does an interesting study of versions and adaptations of Trollop.
(Oh
that we in America could see more of the BBC productions than the Pallisers
and Barchester! We learn here there's The Claverings, Cousin Henry, Dr. Wortle 's
School, Is He Popenjoy?, John Caldigate, The Vicar of Bullhampton, The Way
We Live Now.)
U.C. Knoepflmacher takes up problems of "Genre ... and Gender"
as they develop and are resolved or revised in the literary-hereditary linkage
of Wordsworth to George Eliot to Virginia Woolf.
John Clubbe in ·Carlyle as
Epic Historian" recounts the shaping of the "epic temper" of Carlyle' s mind,
in his study of Homer in 1834 in the original and with voss's fine German
translation and Wolf 1 5 great Prolegomena ad Homerum.
The results are in Jhe
French Revolution and other works (Emerson referred to Past and Present as
that "Iliad of English Woes").

of

The poet Auden in a notorious weak moment called Tennyson "the stupidest
poets. 11
George Ford nominates this for the stupidest of critical remarks,
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in

a

study

of

Tennyson's

wide

and

lovely

learning,

attested

to

by

his

contemporaries.
itA
great poetical boa-constictor, 11 Thackeray called him.
David DeLaura renominates Goethe as the one who in Arnold I 5 "Scholar-Gipsy"
takes "dejectedly / His seat upon the intellectual throne"; it may remain hard
to see the Olympian Goethe in this guise, and Tennyson is surely not as DeLaura
alleges "plainly inappropriate, n but the case for Goethe is surprisingly strong.
The truth may finally lie (as i t so often does) in between; perhaps Arnold

didn't

even

want

to

be

specific,

if

neither

Tennyson

or

Goethe

symbolized

precisely the maundering introspection that he deplores.
Or maybe he failed
to say what he meant.
Jerorne Beaty I by "placing" Jane Eyre in its literary
relationships, to the autobiographical novel, to Godwin's Caleb Williams,
Lytton's Pelharn, Disraeli's Contarini Fleming, and Dickens' Oliver Twist, arrives
at a fresh appreciation of the art of Bronte I s narrative strategies.
Readers
who with Jerome Beaty move knowingly about the "warm shades of the worlds of
fiction" will enjoy Beaty's discovery (in a note) that "When we remember Oliver's
parents' story,
what with bigamy and the West Indies and the like, there
is a curious sense
in which Jane might have turned out to be Oliver I s
mother! 11

Which brings us to a set of four essays on Dickens.
John J. Fenstermaker
studies failures of language as theme in the first instalment of Bleak House.
Thus early in the book are indicated the failures of four major social
institutions:
the
Court
of
Chancery,
the
Aristocracy,
Religion,
and
Philanthropy.
James R. Kincaid carnivalizes Dickens with subversive readings
of Martin Chuzzlewi t.
Arthur A. Adrian in a biographical study presents a
devastating picture of Dickens as a father: nearly all his children 'were
failures, and it seems one can see why.
Finally Jerome H. Buckley turns from
his recent studies of the autobiographical genre to consider David Copperfield.
He notes some very interesting links wi th In Memoriam; for instance, he says,
"The curious wind from the past recurring "throughout the novel, 'the wind going
by me like a restless memory,' is reminiscent of the elegy's 'wind I Of memory
murmuring the past. I
In the novel, as in the poem, it is self-knowledge,
the ability to
reconcile personal past and present that
leads to the
establishment or recovery of identity. n
He finds a David more normal, more
successful, more intellectual than many all-too-creative misreadings suggest.
"A man, n concludes Professor Buckley, "within limits, may become the hero of
his own story."
Ruth apRoberts
University
of

California,

Riverside.

Recent Publications
compiled by Carol Thoma and Laurel Brake
annotated by Patricia elements
Books
-Harris, Laurie L . and Sheila Fitzgerald, eds. Nineteenth Century Literature
Includes Pater article, pp. 286 345.
Criticism, Vol. 7. Detroit: Gale, 1984.
Not seen.
WaIter Pater, Marius the Epicurean. Edited, with an introduction and notes
by Michael Levey.
Penguin, 1985. Pp. 314. £3 . 95 U.K ., $5.95 U.S .
This edition
prints the text of the Library edition, 1910, and gives some of the changes
Pater made for the third edition, 1892, in its notes, which lido not attempt
to be comprehensive. 11
The introduction, pp. 7-26, includes critical comment.
This edition will be reviewed in PN.

- 1 0Walter Pater, Marius the Epicur ean, Hi s Se n sation s and Ide as, A Novel.
London: Soho Book Company, 1 985.
Fi rs t
pub li s hed February , 1885.
£7.95. Reprint.

Morris,

Kevin

L.

The

Image

of

t he

Mi dd l e

Ages

in

Romantic

and

Pp . 223.

Victorian

Literature.
London: Croom He lm , 1984. Pp. 2 5 9. $18.95.
This book examines
"the cultural crisis" i n Roma n ticism, a rg uing that it "was also a spiritual
one": "In losing the al l -embr a c i ng a n d un i fying faith, Europe had lost its
grip on the transcendent , wh i ch was o f cr iti ca l importance to the Romantics."
Its focus is on re l igio u s me di eval ism; i t give s a chapter to Ruskin, and scant
attention to Pater.
Scott, Nathan A. The Poeti cs o f Belie f : -"S'-'t'-'u"'d=i-"e"s'--'i"n-'----'C"o"'l"e
"'-'r-'i"d"'q"e"-'-,---'A~r_"n"o"l"d"-<'_P'-2a"t"eecr'-L
'
Santayana, Stevens, a n d He idegqe r.
Cha p e l Hill : University of North Carolina

Press, 1985.

Not seen .

Articles

Pa ul Barolsky.
"From Manneri s m t o Mod ernism.
The Playful Artifice of
Pater," University o f Ha r t f ord Studies 1 6 ( 2 -3), 1984, 47-57. Not seen.
The
'Conclusion '
ROSS
Borden,
"Pater's Temporiz ing :
Victorian Newsletter, 68 (Fal l , 1985) , 29 -31.

to

The

WaIter

Renaissance",

By examining Pater ' s 1868 and 1 888 vers i o n s of the conclusion of The Renaissance
from the views of a h ost i le reade r , a sympathe tic one, and a reader "amazed
by the resources of ana r chy in Pater' s ar t 11 the a uthor in a short space brings
a freshness to familiar a n d s cant y ma t e r ia l.
He cla ims to detect Pater ' s
presence, voice, and strategie s in a s u ccess i o n o f c lose r e adings , and attempts
to link the wording of cert ain sent ence s to the p e riod of Pater ' s career in
Oxfor d in which they were written. ( LB)
John
Coates,
"Aspects
of
t he
I ntel l ectua l
Context
of Pater's
Imaqinary
Portraits," Yearbook of Eng li s h Stud ies, Angl o -Fre nch Literary Relations Special
Number.
Vol. 1 5, 1985, 93-1 08.
Coates ide ntifi e s the two usual a ppro aches
to Pater's portraits as psychological examination o n the one hand and the study
of themes, images and dramatic patt e r ns on the other, r e presenting the two
in G.Monsman and U. KI)oepf l mache r .
He fi nds both limited ; and h e aims at a
more satisfactory procedure, invest i gat i on o f "the traces in [the portraits]
of submerged controvers i a l i n tenti o n . 11
He o mits "De nys L I Auxerrois," but gives
fine readings of the other t h ree po r t ra i ts, setting what Pater wrote in the
intellectual context of the t ime of it s c ompo s ition and strengthening "the
case for viewing Imagina r y Portrait s
as at l e ast partly a document in the
history of ideas, a wary but de l iber ate c ritique of s o me inadequate commonplaces
of its day."
H. MacL. Currie .
"A Classic of Its Ki nd,1I Time s Hiqher Ed u c ational Supplement,
27.9.1985.
Marius expresses Pater ' s view t h a t
" Chri s tianity is in a sense
a summation of much of the best t ha t preceded , a final e xpres s ion of what high
souls in their various ways h ad yearn ed fo r in the pa st. 11 The book is evidence
that Pater had n ot , as Gosse bel i eved, mov ed awa y from Ch r i s ti a nity, but fr o m
dogma, and that in order to lIembrace wi t h con v i c ti o n of f reer unders tanding
of the faith in which sacrifice a n d beaut y we re prima r y elements ."
Pater is
not properly associated with the ar t - f or-art ' s- s ake group, p~re o r fils, but
with Apuleius, who "figures somewhere in th e ge n es i s of Pate r' s highly self conscious and fastidious style, 11 and wit h Hen ry J a mes, from whom Pater perhap s
"learned something."
Bruce Hayley.
"wilde I S ' Decadence ' and t h e Pos iti v i st Tradition , " Victorian
Studi e s, 28 . 2 (1985) 215-29 .
This art i cle is es p ec i a lly inte r esting r e ad

-11alongside David Shawls essay on "Philosophy and Genre" (below).
Hayley sees
nineteenth-century aesthetic decadence as a repudiation of positivism, but
he bases an important strain in Wilde's thought not on "Walter Pater, Algernon
Charles Swinburne, the later Latin poets or the modern French ones, but on
Auguste Comte I
Herbert Spencer I and their followers. 11
Hayley draws heavily
on Wilde I 5 undergraduate essay, "The Rise of Historical Cri ticisrn" to establish
his early "pas! ti vist bias toward the natural, the rational, and the real,
and against the artificial, the emotive, and the imaginary. If
That emphasis
became equivocal between 1880 and 1890, and by the time of "The Soul of Man
Under Socialism," Wilde had assimilated Spencer to his own, antithetical, version
of cultural evolution.
The shift was probably partly the consequence of Wilde's
encounter
with
modern
anthropological
thought,
in
various
presentations,
including Pater's, which gave Wilde "an image of the modern mind as an historical
composite"
and enabled
him
"to
see the
imagination
as
a
principle of
heterogeneity."
A. Henrichs. "Loss of Self, Suffering, Violence -- The Modern View of Dionysus
from Nietzsche to Girard,oo Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, 88 (1984)
204-240.
Not seen.
Patricia E. Johnson. "The Image of the House in WaIter Pater's I The Child in
the House, n Cahiers Victoriens et Edwardiens, 21 (1985) 3 - 11.
This short
piece argues that Pater I s cri tics have failed to grasp the rich ambivalence
of the image, ' which "becomes representative of the child's personality,." of
the inescapable liberties and limitations of life, of cultural inheritance,
and of the self.
Hiroko Hagiwara.
"WaIter Pater and Mark-A~dre Raffalovich, If Daito Bunka Review,
1983, 373-87.
This essay prints the texts of two post cards and two letters
which Pater wrote to Raffalovich, now in the Blackfriar' s library at 64 St.
Giles, Oxford..
Two of Pater' 5 short communications are social, two address
the subject of Raffalovich' s poetry.
Hagiwara dates them 1885 and 1886.
They
provide the point of departure for leisured description of Raffalovich's literary
relations.
Insulted by Wilde and encouraged by Pater, Raffalovich wrote three
books of poetry, two novels, and some plays and sketches, together with "two
musical pieces" in collaboration with John Gray.
He is best known for his
book Uranisme and Unisexuali teO' The offprint reviewed here has several inked
corrections to the transcriptions of the letters.
AO'W. Levi.
"Hegel's Phenomenology as a Philosophy of Culture," Journal of
the History of Philosophy, 22.4 (1984) 445-470.
In this lucid and important
essay, Levi locates the originality of the Phenomenology not "in its dialectic
or its absolute idealism or in its theory of development as such, but rather
in that here for the first time since Aristotle the subject of philosophizing
is taken to be neither a particular science nor an aspect of social living,
nor a segment of external nature, but the entire range and compass of human
culture as a total and developing entirity."
With Hegel, he writes, "the telos
of history has become problematic."
His discussion of the PhenomenologY and
of Hegel' s later work (to which it is an "overture") is suggestive.
He offers
Pater's "Giorgione" essay, which he sees as founded in Hegel's "principle of
cultural organicity," as evidence of "the tremendous influence and diffusion
of Hegel's ideas only fifty years after his death.
S O' Morioka.
"The fate of Personality in Wal ter Pater, 11 Studies in English
Literature (Tokyo), 61.1 (1984) 53-70.
In Pater's idea of "personality,!! there
are two opposing tendencies:
"the romantic emphasis on individualism and the
anti-romantic insistence on over-individual standard. fI
Morioka wishes to detail
"the metamorphosis in his vision of persosnality" from one to the other.
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Dissertation
Re g a n, Stephe n Paul. liThe Idea of the Beautiful in Late Victorian Literature' .
Ph.D. University of Toronto, 1983.
DAI 45:3
( Ru skin, Pater, and Wi1de) .

